Numerical study of a confocal ultrasonic setup for cavitation creation.
Acoustic cavitation has found a wide range of applications in the last few decades. For potential applications involving cavitation, the acoustic characteristics of a confocal ultrasonic setup are studied: two high-intensity focused ultrasound transducers are mounted so that their focal points overlap. A mathematical simulator is developed that takes into account nonlinear propagation, absorption, and diffraction. Each one of these physical effects is solved in the frequency domain for successive planes. Comparing the confocal setup with equivalent single transducer setups, it is shown that, with the confocal configuration, nonlinear distortion of the waveform is reduced, resulting in a greater peak rarefactional pressure and a lower peak positive pressure. Furthermore, additional features are investigated for confocal configurations such as a greater spatial stability for the focal point, which can be maintained while increasing the pressure level, and a focal region consisting of interference acting as an acoustic trap.